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Disclaimer
PLEASE DO READ THIS SECTION VERY CAREFULLY. IF YOU ARE IN DOUBT AS TO ANY ACTION
YOU SHOULD TAKE, PLEASE CONSULT YOUR LEGAL, FINANCIAL, TAX OR OTHER SUITABLE
PROFESSIONAL ADVISOR(S).
This Whitepaper sets out the current and future development by WTIA of the WTIA platform,
ecosystem and tokens.
This Whitepaper is for information purposes only and is not a statement of future intent.
There are no warranties or representation as to the successful development or implementation of
the technology or the accuracy, completeness or suitability of the information, set out in this
Whitepaper. All warranties implied by law or otherwise is disclaimed. No person is entitled to rely
on the contents of this Whitepaper and all liabilities for any loss, damage of whatsoever kind which
may arise from any person acting on any information and opinion contained in this Whitepaper or
any information which is made available in connection with any further enquires related to this
Whitepaper is hereby disclaimed. There is no obligation to amend, modify or update this
Whitepaper or to notify a reader if any matter stated in this Whitepaper changes or subsequently
becomes inaccurate.
RxR tokens are not intended to constitute securities in any jurisdiction and in any manner. This
Whitepaper is not intended and does not constitute a prospectus or offering document, and is not
an offer to sell, nor the solicitation of an offer to buy an investment, a security, commodity, or a swap
on either a security or commodity. Neither this Whitepaper, nor the fact of its presentation, can
form the basis of, or be relied upon in connection with, any contract or purchase decision.
Any agreement as between WTIA and you as a purchaser, and in relation to any sale and purchase,
of RxR tokens (as referred to in this Whitepaper) is to be governed only by a separate document
setting out the terms and conditions (the “TOC”) of such agreement. In the event of any
inconsistencies between the TOC and this Whitepaper, the former shall prevail.
No regulatory authority has examined or approved of any of the information set out in this
Whitepaper.
No such action has been or will be taken under the laws, regulatory requirements or rules of any
jurisdiction. The publication, distribution or dissemination of this Whitepaper does not imply that
the applicable laws, regulatory requirements or rules have been complied with.
No part of this Whitepaper is to be distributed, reproduced, or disseminated without the prior
written approval of WTIA, including this section.

Disclaimer
Notice to U.S. Persons
Please note that the RxR tokens have not been and will not be registered under the U.S. Securities
Act of 1933, as amended (the “U.S. Securities Act”) or any other applicable law of the United
States. No company involved in the sale of RxR tokens has been nor will be registered as an
investment company under the U.S. Investment Company Act of 1940, as amended. The RxR
tokens are being offered and sold outside the United States to persons that are not “U.S. persons”
(as defined in Regulation S promulgated under the U.S. Securities Act) in reliance on Regulation S
promulgated under the U.S. Securities Act. RxR tokens are not being offered or made available to
U.S. persons and nothing in this Whitepaper is directed to or is intended for U.S. persons.
For the purposes of the U.S. Securities Act, the term “U.S. person” means: (i) any natural person
resident in the United States; (ii) any partnership or corporation organised or incorporated under
the laws of the United States; (iii) any estate of which any executor or administrator is a U.S. person;
(iv) any trust of which any trustee is a U.S. person; (v) any agency or branch of a non-United States
entity located in the United States; (vi) any non-discretionary account or similar account (other than
an estate or trust) held by a dealer or other fiduciary for the benefit or account of a U.S. person; (vii)
any discretionary account or similar account (other than an estate or trust) held by a dealer or other
fiduciary organised, incorporated, or (if an individual) resident in the United States; and (viii) any
partnership or corporation if (a) organised or incorporated under the laws of any non-United States
jurisdiction and (b) formed by a U.S. person principally for the purpose of investing in securities not
registered under the Securities Act, unless it is organised or incorporated, and owned, by
“accredited investors” (as defined in Regulation D promulgated under the U.S. Securities Act) who
are not natural persons, estates or trusts.
For the purposes of the U.S. Securities Act, the term “U.S. person” does not include: (i) any
discretionary account or similar account (other than an estate or trust) held for the benefit or
account of a non-U.S. person by a dealer or other professional fiduciary organised, incorporated, or
(if an individual), resident in the United States; (ii) any estate of which any professional fiduciary
acting as executor or administrator is a U.S. person if (a) an executor or administrator of the estate
who is not a U.S. person has sole or shared investment discretion with respect to the assets of the
estate and (b) the estate is governed by non-United States law; (iii) any trust of which any
professional fiduciary acting as trustee is a U.S. person, if a trustee who is not a U.S. person has sole
or shared investment discretion with respect to the trust assets, and no beneficiary of the trust (and
no settler if the trust is revocable) is a U.S. person; (iv) an employee benefit plan established and
administered in accordance with the law of a country other than the United States; (v) an agency or
branch of a U.S. person located outside the United States if (a) the agency or branch operates for
valid business reasons and (b) the agency or branch is engaged in the business of insurance or
banking and is subject to substantive insurance or banking regulation, respectively, in the
jurisdiction where located; and (vi) the International Monetary Fund, the International Bank for
Reconstruction and Development, the Inter-American Development Bank, the Asian Development
Bank, the African Development Bank, the United Nations, any other similar international
organisations, and their respective agencies, affiliates and pension plans.
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FOREWORD

1. Foreword
The arrival of blockchain and cryptocurrencies is revolutionizing how companies and governments
look at assets. The ability to digitize assets, transfer ownership and show immutable proof of
ownership creates a new realm for securitization and will allow companies and governments to
make use of their assets in previously unheard of ways. As billions of dollars have started shifting into
cryptocurrencies over the last 2 years, companies and governments are starting to notice.
The World Token Issuing Alliance (WTIA) is established in response to the demand for innovative
solutions using blockchain and cryptocurrencies. WTIA advises governments and large corporations
that are seeking blockchain and cryptocurrency solutions and helps them to establish and develop
those solutions. Projects that WTIA works on has massive real world applications, impacts millions of
users and involves billions of dollars. Examples of WTIA projects can be found in the following
sections of the whitepaper.
Recognizing the gravitas and scale of the projects involved, WTIA is developing and launching
WTIA-X; an proprietary trading and capital markets solution for projects managed and issued by
WTIA.
The purpose of this whitepaper is to describe the offering of the RxR coin, the primary purpose of
which is to provide liquidity and trading support to WTIA projects, to be used within the WTIA-X
exchange in order to provide our users with the most secure and efficient trade executions at
competitive prices. RxR is designed to act as the medium for executing our main services and to pay
for fees in the WTIA-X Exchange.
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INTRODUCTION

2. Introduction
2.1 What is WTIA?

WORLD TOKEN ISSUING ALLIANCE

The World Token Issuing Alliance (WTIA) is the advisory and capital market solution of some of the
biggest blockchain projects in the world. Projects include sovereign-level assetization programs,
utility-token driven business models for listed companies, tokenized infrastructure securities, high
technology applications and much more. Governments and large corporations seeking a new
paradigm in management, asset utilization, business development and stakeholder engagement
have joined the WTIA. The WTIA is a network of some of the world’s top business, infrastructure
developers, blockchain advisors and discerning investors, bringing capital, technology and
know-how to developing countries and large multi-national corporations.

2.2 What is WTIA-X?
WTIA-X is the digital exchange for enhancing liquidity in these projects, giving our network of over
fifty-four million (54,000,000) investors an opportunity to partake in the development and growth of
WTIA projects. WTIA-X is a secure, reliable and fast way for investors and purchasers to access WTIA
project tokens, including having their own secure cryptocurrency wallet on the WTIA blockchain,
trading account, and access to integrated OTC facilities. WTIA-X will support Bitcoin (BTC), Ethereum
(ETH), and the native RxR token. All project tokens will be paired with the RxR token and freely
available for trade on the exchange.

2.3 What is the RxR Coin?
The RxR coin is a utility token that we are issuing to provide liquidity and trading support to all WTIA
projects. We will be issuing an initial coin offering (ICO) to be launched in Singapore to garner
support for WTIA and promote WTIA’s projects. The proceeds from the ICO will be used primarily as
development fees for the WTIA wallet and exchange, the development of the WTIA blockchain and
liquidity for WTIA projects. RxR will be used to pay for fees on WTIA and WTIA-X, including:
• Exchange Fees

• Listing Fees

• Withdrawal Fees

• Other Fees
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THE
WORLD TOKEN
ISSUING ALLIANCE
(WTIA)

3. The World Token Issuing Alliance
Our goal is to become the go-to alliance for governments and large corporations to embrace
blockchain technology, creating new value propositions for users, and offering strong returns for
investors. We are creating a new financial ecosystem for assets and blockchain technology to
interact, creating an environment where cryptocurrency can be accepted as a medium of exchange
for global asset and utility trading.
At WTIA, we believe that the time has come for governments and businesses from around the world
to adopt Initial Coin Offerings (ICO) and Security Token Offerings (STO) to gain access to corporate
financing solutions. WTIA has the required tools and expertise – in the form of easy access to rapid
funding, professionally tailored teams, and support services – to provide governments and
businesses with the opportunity to change the paradigm and utilize blockchain technology to create
a level of trust in the system that had been previously missing.

Key Elements of WTIA

BLOCKCHAIN

INVESTORS

WORLD TOKEN ISSUING ALLIANCE

ADVISORY

WALLET

EXCHANGE

WTIA acts as the platform for other blockchain projects to
develop on, giving the projects the solid foundation that they
need to succeed.
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3.1 The WTIA Blockchain
We provide all of WTIA projects a grounding with the latest in blockchain technology through the
WTIA Blockchain. Partners that WTIA work with can build their applications using the WTIA
Blockchain Technology and Protocol.
The blockchain is a growing list of records, called blocks, which are linked using cryptography. Each
block contains a cryptographic hash of the previous block, a timestamp, and transaction data.
Since every transaction is recorded on a block and across multiple copies of the ledger that are
distributed over many nodes (computers), it is highly transparent. It’s also highly secure since every
block links to the one before it and after it. There is not one central authority over the blockchain, and
it’s extremely efficient and scalable. Ultimately, blockchain can increase the efficiency and
transparency of supply chains and positively impact everything from warehousing to delivery to
payment. Chain of command is essential for many things, and blockchain has this chain of command
built in.
In order to provide projects in WTIA a reliable, secure and fast a blockchain foundation to build their
projects on, WTIA has developed the WTIA Blockchain.
The WTIA Blockchain is a proprietary blockchain solution combining the advantages of different
protocols into one. WTIA Blockchain implements a Permissioned Hybridization model for the
Blockchain.

3.1.1 pBFT/PoW Hybrid
A PoW/pBFT (Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerance)-like consensus protocol, replaces the reliance on
PoW by using endorsements, and hence is a more secure solution for a smaller network.
Fundamentally, a new block can be added to the chain after having been agreed to and endorsed
by a given number of known peers. The chain can then be validated by checking the validity of the
endorsement signatures. There are 2 tiers of participants in such a network: External clients (such as
software wallets and exchanges), who only have permission to submit transactions and audit the
blockchain; And known peers, which will have the permission to create, endorse and commit blocks
to the chain.
Block Fields

Filled in at

Block

By

Proposal Stage

proposal_hash
proposal_signature
nonce
timestamp
note
[]transactions

Orderer

Endorsement Stage

[]endorsements

Endorser

Commit Stage

block_hash
block_signature

Orderer
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This solution will not only protect from the known type of attacks but will also allow a much higher
transaction throughput. Transactions per second will only be limited by block size and network
communication speed; While practical confirmation times should be more like those of VISA than of
Bitcoin. Proof of Work chains require time & difficulty to confirm transactions, whereas WTIA will rely
on endorsements.

3.1.2 The Life Cycle Of A Block In An Endorsement Model
To understand this model, its beneficial to look at the life cycle of each block as it goes from creation
to inclusion in the blockchain.
In the current PoW system, the life cycle of the block is relatively simple, it is created and mined, then
distributed to all other peers. The hybrid model’s method of consensus is slightly more complex.
Each block in this model will go through three stages: A Proposal stage, where the block is created,
mined (at a low difficulty) and signed by the orderer, this block is then distributed to all other known
peers (called endorsers); The second stage is called the Endorsement stage, each endorser will
check the proposal block is fully compliant with a given ruleset and the latest chain state, and then (if
valid,) will return, to the orderer, an endorsement.
Endorsement [64] byte = signed(proposal_block_hash)
In the third and final stage, the Commit stage, the orderer waits until it has received at least X valid
endorsements. The proposal block is then combined with the Endorsement signatures and the final
hash is created.
X >= number_of_peers/2
Final_hash [64]byte = sha256(endorsements + proposal_hash)
In the third and final stage, the Commit stage, the orderer waits until it has received at least X valid
endorsements. The proposal block is then combined with the Endorsement signatures and the final
hash is created.
Third-Party-Wallet/Exchange/Other Source
New Transactions
Orderer
Proposal Block: New Block is created, mined at low difficulty and distributed to endorsers
Endorser

Endorser

Endorser

Endorser

Endorser

Endorsement Signature: The block is checked and (if valid) each endorser will sign the hash of the block and return the signature
Orderer
Block Finished: Once the orderer has received at least X number of endorsements, an endorsement hash can be created
and signed, then the new valid block distributed to all peers
Endorser

Endorser

Endorser
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It’s important to note that each peer in the network including the orderer, must be polymorphic. This
is to ensure that if the orderer is malicious or faulty, any other peer in the network can adopt that role
to prevent any downtime.

3.1.3 Legacy Protection Using PoW
On the surface, the endorsement model would work without any mining at all. Consensus can be
reached even with X-1 faulty nodes. But, given a situation with X + 1 faulty/malicious nodes, the
history of the blockchain could theoretically be rewritten at a hyperfast rate using a ‘consolidation’
attack (where networking times would be eliminated). To protect against this and other attacks,
blocks can be mined at a low difficulty, adding a proof of work barrier to attacks, without significantly
slowing down the throughput of the blockchain.

3.1.4 Updates Blockchain Protocol
The general transaction processing protocol will remain the same, however, extra rules and
exceptions will be added for the proposal, endorsement and commit stages.
1. Proposal hash is added. It will be the hash of all transactional data, timestamp, block notes, public
key of the known orderer, and nonce. (This hash must be the solution to the target difficulty)
BLAKE2B.
2. An array of endorsement signatures not included in the proposal hash. Each endorsement
signature will be digitally signed proposal hash. ECDSA.
3. Block hash. This is the hash of the proposal hash and the endorsements. BLAKE2B.
4. Orderer signature. This is the signed block hash matching the public key that first signed the
proposal. ECDSA.
5. All signatures must come from a known and non-blacklisted Peer.
6. The previous hash included in the proposal block will reference the last block’s final hash.

3.1.5 Known Peers & Blacklist
For now, this is a permissioned, private blockchain. Known peers are trusted nodes that we want to
interact with the function of validating and appending the blockchain. In essence, a list of known
peers is merely a collection of public keys, which are publicly available.
Initially, the node in the genesis block should contain a list of all known peers. Signatures used
on/within the block will be checked to see if they match one of these known peers. This prevents any
unknown and untrusted party from participating.
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A mechanism may be adopted to allow known peers to be added at a later point in time to increase
the practical fault tolerance/flexibility of the network. However, this mechanism itself must be
secured because if it’s improperly handled, it could become a single point of failure. There are a few
options for adding and blacklisting peers, which may be used exclusively or interchangeably:
1. Voting - A new known peer is voted in, with its inclusion in a block’s note, requiring X
endorsements. This mechanism can also work for blacklisting a peer.
2. Centralized protocol update - peers can be hard coded into the protocol and distributed through
a secure centralized mechanism.

3.1.6 Future Update Flexibility
Updates to the protocol can be distributed through manual software changes, much like bitcoin
core. As long as you keep an accurate account of the block indexes (by method of inclusion in
proposal_hash), you can make the necessary updates to the protocol without invalidating the chain
up to that point.
Though currently a permissioned blockchain, in the future there is potential to work on an open and
decentralized variant.

3.1.7 Pros and Cons
Although increased security at a smaller operational scale and higher throughput are the targeted
benefits, this network offers other significant advantages, which are the side effects of centralization:
1. Customizable Privacy. Transaction contents can be hidden, only the hash needs be shared openly.
2. Low Latency, as known peers can be distributed in an optimized manner.
3. Centralized control means fast response to problems in the network, such as voting to blacklist a
hacker.
4. Less Resources, used as the network doesn't rely on PoW, which is a good thing both economically
and environmentally.
5. No need for transaction fees as rewards. The only reason for transaction fees is spam prevention,
(which can be prevented through a transaction PoW system), or to generate revenue from the
networks operation.
However, the model is not without its faults: Arguably, it is less secured than a massively distributed
PoW network like Bitcoin. This is a very centralized model as known peers control the mechanisms of
the creating and committing blocks; Centralization is always a security concern, although the
distributed and polymorphic nature of the network’s peers, mitigates some of that concern.
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3.1.8 Attacks
Endorser Corruption - If an Endorser is individually hacked and their private key stolen, the hacker
can approve false blocks or reject valid blocks. However, the network would still run without a
problem, as the majority of peers are still honest (Even if the Orderer is hacked), and those faulty
blocks will not be added. Once the faulty node is detected, you can blacklist its public key from the
list of known peers and replace it with a new (honest) one.
Consolidation Attack - This is a theoretical attack, whereby a malicious entity gains the private keys
of at least X known peers. From this point they could consolidate/unify the public keys to a single
local environment and recreate the blockchain from any point, with new data, and without any
network delay. The exclusion of any network latency would mean that more blocks could be
recreated within a given time. However, the inclusion of the hybrid’s PoW, is a significant barrier to
altering history. This protection can be estimated as a function of the average hash strength of
network and the number of blocks to be changed.
Further problems exist in the form of “denial of service” attacks, primarily targeting the orderer.
Sending ‘spam’ message to block a peers network connection will prevent them from engaging with
the network. Considering each peer machine will have a list of all other peers, if one peer is attacked
then there is a high chance to a DoS attack. However, such an attack will halt the blockchain rather
than change the data within it.

3.1.9 Summary
In summary, private networks must take advantage of their known peers to achieve some level of
security. This hybridization is a step in the right direction, replacing the demand on proof of work,
however we have not outlined how a new orderer could be chosen, this remains a vulnerability
whereby an attack on a single peer could halt the network.
In the future adoption of the Tendermint consensus method will lead to even greater gains in
security.

3.1.10 Other Network Protocol Comparisons: WTIA Blockchain vs Other
Blockchains
WTIA Blockchain allows for faster transaction confirmation time at lower transaction cost in
comparison to the other top traded coins. The average transaction confirmation time and
transaction cost for Bitcoin, Ethereum and Litecoin is 78 minutes at US$1.62, 6 minutes at US$0.54
and 30 minutes at US$0.193 respectively while the WTIA Blockchain could accomplish a transaction
in 1 second at US$0.01. The WTIA Blockchain is highly efficient and can accomplish over 20,000
transactions per second as compared to Bitcoin, Ethereum and Litecoin which clocks only 7, 25 and
56 transactions per second respectively.
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High Performance
25,000

2,500ms

20,000

2,000ms

15,000

1,500ms

10,000

1,000ms

5,000

500ms

0

0ms
10s

15s

20s

25s

• 1 Million requests in 1 minute

30s

35s

40s

45s

• Consistency in performance

50s

55s

60s

• Response within 1 second

Blockchain

Average Transaction
Confirmation Time

Transaction Cost

Transactions per second

Bitcoin

More than 1 hour

$5.00 per transaction

3 tps

Ethereum

15 minutes

$0.30 per transaction

25 tps

EOS

1.5 second

1% for RAM
$4.00 per transaction

50,000 tps

Litecoin

30 minutes

0.002 LTC (US$0.084)

56 tps

Stellar

5 second

0.00001 Lumens +
1 Lumen per account

1,000 tps

WTIA

Less than 1 second

Less than $0.01 per transaction

20,000 tps

3.1.11 Technology Involved
The platform utilizes the latest technology innovations. We provide decentralized computation and
record storage on top of blockchain foundations. We also provide additional capabilities utilizing
the best industry practices in security, performance and reliability.
The platform has edge nodes deployed around the world for fastest global content delivery, able to
conduct blockchain operations within 1 second (comparing to bitcoin’s 78 minutes) and at a 20,000
per second concurrent transaction speed (comparing to Bitcoin’s 7 per second).
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Security is the highest priority in our solution, we only utilize world-class SOC-1 accredited
computation mediums, where datacentre locations are only disclosed to approved personnel. We
also ensure datacentres maintain an ISO 27001:2013, IRAP and PCI compliance.

3.1.12 WTIA Blockchain Protocol
The platform adopts an API first methodology, meaning all capabilities and operations are available
as APIs. This fully embraces the multi device, multi system world we are living in today. Any user can
connect to the platform using their mobile devices, as well various desktop browsers. Developers
can also extend the native offerings by building additional specialized devices, such as voting
machines in fan events, or payment modules at retail. This API first methodology extends the
platform to limitless possibilities.
The ecosystem is entirely token driven, meaning all the economies will be based on tokens rather
than fiat, this provides extremely fast transactional settlement capabilities, and eliminating expensive
external transactional costs.
The token, having a 20,000 per second concurrent processing speed allows the token to be utilized
as a real time environment, enabling massive television, online media campaigns, where traditional
systems and blockchain systems tend to not be able to meet this demand. The token is protected by
a double SHA256 encryption, making it impossible to reverse engineer.

3.1.13 High Availability
The network is designed for automatic scaling, allowing the network to increase 100% in capacity
according to demand. The system is also able to withstand catastrophic failures being able to
operate with 50% of the current nodes unavailable.

3.1.14 Alternative Configurations
1. Mining Enabled
Providing incentives for full nodes to participate in the system, tokens are provided as a reward in
proportion to the difficulty of the computation.
2. Payload Enabled
The system can be configured to handle a payload attached to each transaction, which will enable
a variety of different functions. For example, voting with decentralization and tamper prevention
properties.
3. Dedicated Nodes
Providing capabilities for third parties to operate nodes in the network, which will further enhance
network availability.
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4. Tor Enabled
The system can be configured to deploy on the Tor network, providing more security and
anonymity to system participants.

3.1.15 Security Infrastructure
1. Two Factor Authentication
We use Multi Factor Authentication to protect the user on top of the standard login information.
Our MFA uses RSA algorithms to generate a temporal token, this token is then pushed to the user
via SMS or Authenticator device. User has a limited time to respond to the token security
challenge. Failure to do so repeatedly will result in account suspension.
2. KYC (Know your customer)
Our identity system allows custom workflows around complex AML / KYC compliance processes,
this is to cater for various jurisdiction requirements. Especially with the recent introduction of
GDRP, our system is compliant with global identity regulations, especially in the finance industry.
We store sensitive data with encryption-at-rest, and a unique decryption key per identity
document, this prevents unauthorized access and potential misuse.
3. AES Encryption Prevention
All data stored within our system are encrypted at rest. Our authentication uses Salted Challenge
Response Authentication Mechanism with the SHA1 algorithm. All transportation is under
mandatory SSL. All backups and data utilize AES 256 encryption. We take data security very
seriously.
4. Anti CSRF Token
Our systems utilise JSON Web Token, it is an improvement of the CSRF methodology by
providing an encryption per user, per session as opposed to a public token. JWT by Auth0 is the
current industry leader in security, used by the cutting-edge Silicon Valley companies. It is a
modern methodology that supports both APP as well as Web interfaces.
5. XSS Clean
We use NoSQL for centralized data store requirements. The modules we use for NoSQL access
protects the system with SQL injection. We also conduct peer code reviews, third party security
audits to ensure our codebase is free from issues of potential third-party code injection. We triple
protect our application. Our Web Application Firewall (Sqreen) utilizes AI to block code injections,
DDoS, and latest security vulnerabilities. Our network layer firewall (Cloudflare) blocks DDoS and
other attacks. And our data centers are world class SOC1 accredited, with ISO27001:2013, IRAP,
and PCI compliance accreditation.
6. Anti CSRF Token
Our system forces HTTPS only communications. We utilise HTTP Strict Transport Security to
prevent CNAME redirects, disable Max-Age, disabled preloading and prevent no-sniffing. We
also force TLS1.3.
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prevent CNAME redirects, disable Max-Age, disabled preloading and prevent no-sniffing. We
also force TLS1.3.
7. Software / System details disclosure
Found PHP version on HTTP Response. Malicious users can know system details to find
vulnerability from public sources or research private exploits.
By not utilizing a technology which renders client page on the server, we do not suffer the
technology vulnerability faced by PHP, ASP and similar technologies. Our server is triple protected
as described above and is able to handle high volume with low latency. Our latest performance
report showed we rendered 18 million responses with an average time of 12ms, with 100%
uptime, an excellent performance in any web based technology.
8. Prevention of Malicious File Uploading Process
Our system does not allow malicious file processing, for certain files, the file upload bypasses the
server entirely, and uploads to the file storage directly.
9. Mail ID Encryption
Implementation of email encryption method. So, hackers could not decrypt/edit our email
address using our DB. All emails should have a layer of security. We utilize SendGrid for outbound
email, it offers the latest authenticity and security practices. We configure DKIM and SPF to ensure
mail delivery and security. We then add DNS based authenticity to ensure mail genuineness.
10. Session expiry with user re-login
Our tokens have a session expiry time, allowing sliding window authentication as well as
time-based expiry.
11. Device based tracking (IP Address, MAC Address/ Mobile device ID, User)
We comply with GDRP and privacy policies imposed by Australia, UK and HK governments. MAC
address-based tracking is illegal in certain jurisdictions. We only track and store information where
we have the rights to do so. We also utilize third party systems to provide analytics information.
12. Device based or IP based Admin panel login
Our admin portal is IP restricted and role restricted. Hidden mailing system implementation for
the site owner to know the present login credentials for Admin panel, in case any hacker changes
it internally or externally. Our credentials are encrypted and not stored in plain text. Any changes
to user credentials will trigger an email to the user. This security practice is not only reserved for the
administrator, it is available to everyone.
Apart from these above, we are also using 2 different servers, 1 to store the assets, source codes &
sensitivity data. Another server is to store the uploaded files. Our systems architecture consists of
processing servers, blockchain infrastructure, data storage and file storage, all residing on
different physical infrastructure. All within a VPN which can be accessed externally.
We also enable all the security measures in the server including the deployment of a Firewall. We
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deploy security on the network layer, application layer and infrastructure layer. A Firewall is one of
the security measures we adopt. Our internal system is entirely behind a VPN not accessible by the
public.
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3.2 The WTIA Advisors
One of the key to the success of WTIA lies in the incredible stable of advisors that WTIA has to bring
to each and every project. WTIA works with real world projects with applications that impact millions
of users, even projects on a sovereign level.
Some of the advisors on WTIA’s team include:

Sheikh Khalfan Mazrouei
Mr. Khalfan Saeed al Mazrouei began his career in 1978 with the UAE
Ministry of Agriculture where he became Section Head for loan
disbursements. In 1981 he joined the Ministry of Information and was soon
appointed as General Manager for Abu Dhabi Radio. In 1988 Mr. Mazrouei
was appointed as Undersecretary for the Private Department of HRH Sheikh
Zayed bin Sultan al Nahyan, the Founder and President of UAE and Ruler of
Abu Dhabi. Mr. Mazrouei was instrumental in establishing the Private
Department and in this role managed the affairs of HRH Sheikh Zayed.
He is currently the majority shareholder of Emirates Consulting Group LLC a
DIFC based staff outsourcing and recruitment company and Frontier Works
Organization LLC which carries out development of civil projects in the UAE.
He also has advisory roles with Huawei Middle East, Shield Capital Advisors
LLP, London, UK and Orix Corporation, Japan.
Mr. Mazrouei is a graduate from the UAE University.

KeunYoung, Kim
Kim Keun Young has had an extensive career working in many countries in
senior advisory roles which include Gulf Korea Ship Maintenance, and Dar
Al Salam Holding Group. His expertise lies in being in charge of business
relations with large foreign and domestic enterprises, investor relations,
fundraising and business operations and overall management.
Kim Keun Young is currently the Senior Advisor and Agent of Al Hermas
Global Group (Saudi) and Chairman of AH Group Korea, Al Hermas RM and
Al Hermas CJ, (Korea). He is also Ambassador Extraordinaire and
Plenipotentiary of the Tunisia Economic City and Chairman at WTIA Co., Ltd.
He graduated from Sogang University in Korea, majoring in Business
Administration.
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SungMun, Kim
Sung Mun Kim was the chairman of Nexon GT, Korean stock listed affiliated
company of the world’s most popular online game developer, Nexon
Group. Currently, he is the largest major shareholder and chairman of the
startup investment firm NBJ Holding Co., and vice-chairman of the Kosdaq
listed company Leechem Co., Ltd. and the largest shareholder and
chairman of the Mealtop Co., Ltd. in partnership with Hyundai department
store more than 33 years.
He played an important role in the development of the Korean Financial
Investment and M&A sector. He currently builds special relationships
between the public and private sector in Korea, investing in new and highly
potential industrial sectors, and introduces new bio products and medical
services to locally-owned business.

Amir A. Dossal
Amir Dossal is the Founder and President of the Global Partnerships Forum
– a not-for-profit knowledge platform to provide changemakers with tools to
build innovative partnerships for the SDGs.
Amir is co-founder of the Pearl Initiative, and the Ocean Sanctuary Alliance.
He is a founding Commissioner of the Broadband Commission for
Sustainable Development. Amir co-founded the Blockchain Commission
for Sustainable Development and serves as Executive Vice Chairman.
Pioneering Partnerships and Global Outreach
Amir Dossal works globally across the economic and social spectrum. He is
an accomplished diplomat, with a deep understanding of international
affairs as well as extensive experience in global development and
humanitarian issues, including managing complex technical assistance
projects in emerging markets. By nature, a social entrepreneur and
innovator, his work is an endeavor to bond the power of the private sector,
governments, and civil society; in order to better serve the greater good.
These include initiatives on women’s empowerment, engaging media in
sustainable development, and innovative use of technology for positive
social change. Amir is a champion of the HeForShe campaign and Planet
50-50 by 2030. He is also a champion for the UN’s Safe Ground Campaign.
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John Philip Mavrak
John is a dual American and British Citizen – with 40 years of Global
Business Experience. Learning all aspects of the Hospitality Industry starting
as a trainee, and rising to CEO. Having held responsible positions to
include; General Manager - Hilton International, Development Director (6
States) - Cendant USA, (Now Wyndham Worldwide), Group Business
Planning & Control Manager (+250 Hotels) Trusthouse Forte UK, President –
Master Franchise - Hawthorn Hotels & Suites (13 Countries - Middle East, N.
Africa, & Turkey), CEO - The World Trade Centers Management Company –
(Worldwide with the World Trade Centers Association), and Currently - CEO
& Owner of Monopoly Hotels & Resorts, UK .
John’s is experienced in acquisition, senior consulting, business planning &
control, property development – master planning, sales & marketing,
strategy planning, operational management & strong profit generation.
Having worked in multiple countries, with multiple currencies, differing laws,
languages, nationalities and cultures in good and bad economies – John is
in tune with addressing challenges & opportunities.

Rashiduddin Mohammadi
Mr. Rashiduddin Mohammadi has worked as Consul General of Afghanistan
in Dubai, United Arab Emirates and also as as Counselor and Charge de
affair of Afghanistan embassy in Abu Dhabi, United Arab Emirates.
He currently serves as the Chairman of KICHKIN Trading company in Dubai,
U.A.E. and was a Congressman candidate in Kabul, Afghanistan in 2018.
Rashiduddin has also participated in many conferences and lectures along
with the president and foreign ministers of Afghanistan or on behalf the
ministry of Foreign affairs of Afghanistan.
He graduated from the Faculty of Arabic and Islamic studies at the University
of Imam Mohammad bin Saud in Riyadh, Kingdom of Saudi Arabia in 1994.
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Toukabri Riadh
Toukabri Riadh began his career as Assistant General Manager at SOGECO
Group in Tunisia from which he then worked at T.M.A EST JEDDAH K.S.A. for
8 years.
He currently works at Raalma Group Jeddah K.S.A as General Manager and
Vice President and also as Special Advisor and Business Manager for H.R. H
Prince Mansour B. Mugrin B Abdul Aziz since 2002 as well as performing the
role of Executive Director and Vice President at A. Ideal Holding, Jeddah
K.S.A.
He is the President and Founder of the Tunisia Economic City Project.

A.S. Muralitharan
A.S Muralitharan is an independent consultant whose core area of
experience is in the finance industry. He specializes in international project
finance and trade finance. Apart from this, he also does sourcing of capital
goods and equipment, relocation of plants and deals in mercantile
commodities.
His past experience includes involvement in physical audit, bank finance,
international project funding, report preparation, technology transfer
agreements and the development of indigenous technology from various
localized products. He has been involved in projects with Alaqua Pipes India
Ltd, Golden Eagle Granites, Bulka India Ltd. And Ace Linx Pte Ltd, Singapore
among others. He graduated with a degree in Commerce from the
University of Madurai Kamarj in India.

Vincent Choy
Vincent started a conference and exhibition company in 2007 and
managed to build up an impressive network of the world’s top business and
political leaders from across the world. Over the past 12 years, Vincent has
established offices in 7 countries, and has done business in over 33
countries. Vincent is also the founder of Blockchain Asia Forum and was a
key figure in the establishment of the Blockchain Center of Excellence and
Education (BCEE).
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Lim Hui Jie
At the age of 26, Hui Jie became one of the youngest Executive Directors of
a London Listed Company. Today Hui Jie has sat on the Board of 3 listed
companies and has successfully founded and listed his Company onto the
Australian Stock Exchange in 2015, achieving a market valuation over
USD$230 million on Opening Day.
Hui Jie obtained his EMBA via the EMBA Global-Asia Program across 3
major financial cities of the world of Hong Kong, London and New York, with
the course conducted by Columbia Business School, London Business
School and the University of Hong Kong (ranked the top 3 EMBA programs
globally by Financial Times). He also holds a Bachelor of Business and
Commerce (specializing in Management and Marketing) from Monash
University (Australia) where he graduated with the Monash Golden Key
Award.

Alfred Chia
Alfred is a partner at international law firm Squire Patton Boggs, based in
Singapore. He has a broad range of experience advising multi-national
corporations, funds and start-ups in the tech, fintech and cryptocurrency
space, including early stage investments, pre-IPO investments, ICOs/ITOs,
setting up funds and pooling arrangements, and the setting up of crypto
exchanges. Alfred also serves as an advisory board member for a number of
tech startups, including cryptocurrency exchange NCX.

!
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3.3 The WTIA Investors

THE PROJECT

INVESTOR’S POOL
Whenever a project has been vetted by the team of WTIA advisors, the projects are introduced to
the pool of WTIA investors in order to determine if there is any interest to participate in the projects.
Our pool of investors include High Net Worth Individuals (HNWIs), Family Offices, Institutional
Investors, and Accredited Investors from all around the world.
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3.4 The WTIA Wallet and Exchange (WTIA-X)
WTIA facilitates the development of all its curated blockchain projects through the WTIA Exchange.
By operating its own blockchain, wallet and internal exchange, WTIA provides investors, supporters
and market participants with a platform to partake in noteworthy blockchain projects backed by real
businesses, governments and millions of users.

3.4.1 What we are?
Our goal is to become an active exchange for WTIA projects to enhance liquidity and also to deliver
strong returns for investors. We will be creating in WTIA-X a new financial ecosystem based on
interactions between assets and blockchain technology. We will create a safe environment to
enhance the adoption of cryptocurrency as a medium of exchange for assets by creating the
eco-system for blockchain project success based on 4 access principles:
1. Access to Sufficient Capital
2. Access to Strong Advisors
3. Access to Customers/Users
4. Access to Networks/Connections
By only hosting projects highly likely to succeed with our help and backed by a strong team, we will
achieve increasing awareness and education amongst the general public on the safety and
advantages of utilizing digital currencies and blockchain technology and minimize the chances of
investors getting scammed by unscrupulous practices. Good businesses with good projects from
around the world can adopt Initial Coin Offering (ICO) and Security Token Offering (STO) to gain
access to capital in order to experience positive business growth and development. We want to
provide a solution for businesses to easily access corporate financing solutions, and for our
community to participate in start-ups and profit-based companies around the world without
unnecessary headaches.

3.4.2 Licenses and Regulations
In order to promote the development of Financial Technology Solutions (Fintech), Blockchain and
Cryptocurrency in the Philippines, the Office of the President of the Philippines has established Rules
& Regulations for Financial Technology Solutions and Offshore Virtual Currency Business Rules and
Regulation of 2018 (CEZA FTSOVCBRR of 2018).
This CEZA FTSOVCBRR of 2018 authorizes the creation of a CEZA Financial Technology Solutions
and Offshore Virtual Currency Exchange Hub (CEZA Fintech Hub) and a CEZA Central Audit System,
both domiciled within the Cagayan Special Economic Zone and Free Port (CSEZFP), and shall apply
to all Financial Technology Solutions and Offshore Virtual Currency (FTSOVC) business related
activities of local and offshore companies with the support of authorized service providers that have
certificate of registrations or licenses issued by CEZA.
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WTIA-X is keen on helping to develop CEZA and has obtained a Financial Technology Solutions and
Offshore Virtual Currency (FTSOVC) Regular business license to conduct its exchange business.
“Offshore Virtual Currency Exchange” means an organization domiciled at, licensed and authorized
by CEZA to develop, operate, and manage a platform equipped with distributed ledger technology
that shall offer offshore virtual currency exchange and transmission services conducted outside the
Philippines.
“Offshore Virtual Currency Exchange Service” shall mean any of the following conversions that take
place outside the Philippines:
1. Conversion or exchange of fiat currency into virtual currency;
2. Conversion or exchange of virtual currency into fiat currency; or
3. Conversion or exchange of one form of virtual currency into another form of virtual currency.
With a FTSOVC License issued by CEZA, WTIA-X looks forward to working with the authorities in
CEZA to develop and promote quality blockchain and cryptocurrency solutions.

3.4.3 Go-To Market Strategy
WTIA-X will be adopting the following strategies to ensure success for the WTIA-X platform:
1. Marketing and Public Relations
WTIA-X will be utilizing an extensive marketing and public relations campaign to promote WTIA-X
including:
• Social Media
WTIA-X will be setting up Telegram, Facebook and LinkedIn Channels to create communities
and interact with them.
• Press Releases
WTIA-X will be working with a world-renown international public relations company to develop
press releases that will be picked up by media to increase brand awareness and exposure for
WTIA-X.
• Online and Offline Media Buys
WTIA-X will be advertising in relevant online blogs, magazines and websites, as well as
participate in SEO and digital marketing campaigns. WTIA-X will also be advertising in traditional
media in order to raise WTIA’s profile.
• Online and Offline Marketing Events
Events are a very important channel to interact directly with users and the community and
WTIA-X will be organizing regular events in different countries to continue to promote
blockchain and raise awareness for the exchange. Online events such as airdrops, games and
activities will also be scheduled often to keep people interested in the platform.
• Internal Webzine
WTIA-X will be creating and publishing an internal webzine to give more information to our
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community about the projects, advisors and technology that WTIA will be taking up. The
webzine will be the official communication tool to our community.
2. Referral Program
WTIA-X will be utilizing a unique membership and referral program to recruit users to their
platform. Users will be given referral codes which they can use to invite friends and contacts to join
WTIA-X. A percentage of the trading fees incurred by referees will be paid to the referrer when the
referee trades.
WTIA-X will also be running a membership program to encourage trading amongst its users
based on the amount of RxR tokens that the traders are willing to stake and hold. There are 3 levels
of trading memberships, Gold, Silver and Bronze, with corresponding reductions in trading fees.
• Gold Members holding a minimum of 5,000 RxR tokens get a 80% discount on trading fees
• Silver Members holding a minimum of 3,000 RxR tokens get a 50% discount on trading fees
• Bronze Members holding a minimum of 1,000 RxR tokens get a 20% discount on trading fees
*RxR tokens will have to be locked up in the wallet in order to enjoy the discounts.

There will also be market making accounts with zero trading fees for market makers. Our API
approach makes it easy for traders and market makers to connect to our trading platform, allowing
for all manner of trading strategies, robo-trading, and more.
3. Security Token Listings
Opening the market to security tokens will open up an entire new world of possibilities and new
markets. Investors prefer the protection afforded to them from holding securities, and it allows for
the tokenization of assets for increased liquidity. However, securities have to deal with additional
regulations and have to comply with fund-raising rules. By managing the process, WTIA ensures
that the projects are legally compliant, and for the projects to successfully fund-raise.
WTIA-X will offer the trading of both utility and security tokens, and help list WTIA projects that
would like to issue security tokens.
4. Collaboration with Partners
WTIA-X will collaborate with several channel partners to promote and expand their user-base.
One of our key promotion partners is Citi Telecom with their fifty-four million (54,000,000)
subscribers. We will be collaborating with Citi Telecom to promote WTIA-X to their subscribers to
give them premier access to the trading platform off their network.
WTIA-X will continue to identify partners to collaborate and work with to promote WTIA-X’s
trading platform.
5. Collaboration with Projects
Most of the projects that WTIA will be handling are sovereign or large scale projects, and WTIA-X
is the only exchange where these tokens can be traded. All of the WTIA projects will be traded
against the base RxR pairing.
WTIA-X will be working very closely with WTIA and its projects to promote WTIA-X to the project
ecosystem, most of which comprises of millions of users. WTIA-X will educate project participants
and users on the exchange, and encourage them to seek liquidity and trade on the exchange.
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3.4.4 Business Models
The business of WTIA-X will depend on trading and withdrawal fees. The trading fee is set at 0.1%,
with the corresponding discounts for different membership levels, and withdrawal fees (from crypto
to fiat; or outside of the WTIA wallet) is set at 1% which is applicable to all membership levels.
WTIA-X will also license country representatives in different countries to market WTIA-X. More on this
is described below. For countries where there is an appointed representative, the trading and
withdrawal fees will be split 7:3 in the favour of the representative.

3.4.5 Market Presence – Rapid Overseas Expansion
Starting from Singapore, WTIA-X will rapidly expand to overseas markets via multiple licensees that
will be licensed to market WTIA-X in their respective countries. Licensees must comply with all local
laws and regulations with respect to the promotion of a digital asset exchange within the country.
Users signing up will have to indicate their country of residence or origin and that will determine
under which country that user will be based. Users will further be segregated via IP address, where
they will automatically be re-directed from the main www.wtiax.co, to the local site.
WTIA-X has identified and will be working with partners to quickly expand over the next 3 months
into:

UK

RUSSIA

TURKEY
JAPAN

BANGLADESH
UAE

THAILAND
INDIA
CAMBODIA

KENYA

PHILIPPINES
SRI LANKA MALAYSIA
SINGAPORE

DR CONGO

ARGENTINA

Current Expansion
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3.4.6 Visuals and User Experience
The Web Exchange
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WORLD TOKEN ISSUING ALLIANCE

WORLD TOKEN ISSUING ALLIANCE

My WTIA Wallet
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The Wallet

WLOG
WLOG

WLOG

WLOG,
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3.4.7 The RxR Token
The RxR token is the exchange and transactional token of the WTIA Exchange and acts as the base
currency of all of WTIA’s tokens. The following diagram illustrates the use of the RxR token:

MHR
TEC

WLOG

RXR

RXR
WLOG

The Project Tokens will trade in the
WTIA Exchange with the /RXR
Trading Pair. All transaction Fees are
paid with RXR Tokens.

TEC

In order to get into the WTIA
Eco-system and the WTIA
Exchange, the projects under
WTIA will have to swap a certain
% of their tokens for RXR tokens
at a pre-determined rate. That
will also set the listing price of
the token.

RXR
MHR

RXR

RXR

RXR

RXR Tokens are exchangable for
BTC and ETH on the exchange.
Users can cash out on the OTC
Exchange to fiat.

GOLD LEVEL

Gold Members holding a minimum of
5,000 RxR tokens get a 80% discount
on trading fees

SILVER LEVEL

Silver Members holding a minimum of
3,000 RxR tokens get a 50% discount
on trading fees

BRONZE LEVEL Bronze Members holding a minimum
of 1,000 RxR tokens get a 20% discount
on trading fees
RxR tokens will have to be locked up in the wallet in order
to enjoy the discounts.

In order to get into the WTIA-X Ecosystem, the projects under WTIA swaps a percentage of their
tokens for RxR tokens at a pre-determined rate. The percentage is determined by multiple factors
including the size of the project, the amount of fund-raising required, etc. These tokens will be used
by WTIA for the purpose of listing, stability, and to create the trading pair under RxR. All trading fees
are also paid in RxR.
All project tokens (MHR, WLOG, GCC1, etc) will trade only under the RxR pairing. Example:
MHR/RxR; WLOG/RxR; GCC1/RxR. The RxR token will trade for Bitcoin (BTC) and Ethereum (ETH)
pairs. We eventually intend to pair RxR with the WTIA’s stable token, the WTIA$ in the near future.
Example: (RxR/BTC; RxR/ETH; RxR/WTIA$) We intend to list the RxR on other major exchanges in the
future to provide more liquidity for RxR.
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WTIA-X will also encourage users to stake and hold RxR tokens in their wallets to enjoy trading
discounts. Besides the Ordinary Users who will be part of the WTIA-X community by holding at least
1 RxR token, we have another 3 levels of users, namely the Bronze User, locking up at least 1,000 RxR
tokens, enjoying 20% discount on trading fees; Silver User, locking up at least 3,000 RxR tokens,
enjoying 50% discount on trading fees; and lastly Gold User, locking up at least 5,000 RxR tokens,
enjoying 80% discount on trading fees. Users can choose how many tokens they want to lock up on
their account and the lock-up is minimum of 1 month during which time they will enjoy the trading
discount.
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UPCOMING
WTIA PROJECTS

4. Upcoming WTIA Projects
4.1 TSHIMBALANGA GOLD PROJECT (GCC1 TOKEN)

Use Case Application: SOMISA SARL, Democratic Republic of Congo
The GCC1 Token is launched in partnership with Somisa SARL, a mining company based in the
Democratic Republic of Congo, with the rights to mine 16km2 of land situated along a gold mining
lode with an estimated gold reserve of 21.9 MTs of gold.
The GCC1 token is an asset backed token based on increasing gold deposits from the operations of
the TSHIMBALANGA Gold Mine located in south KATANGA in the Democratic Republic of Congo.
When gold is mined out of the Tshimbalanga Gold Mine, the gold is smelted into gold bars and
deposited into a gold deposit scheme that is managed by a major international bank. The GCC1
token is a security token that assigns a percentage of the rights to the gold deposited to the gold
deposit scheme. The percentage is determined by the total number of tokens minted.
Proceeds from token sales will go towards the purchasing of equipment and the development of the
mine to start mining operations, and to manage and market the project.
The project will harness blockchain technology, smart contracts and immutable records, to achieve
greater transparency and efficiency in all stages of the mining and supply chain process. It will also
provide greater transparency for investor to keep constantly updated with their gold deposit.
The company will also benefit from interest earned from the gold deposit scheme. The local
community would also greatly benefit from job creation and investment into the country’s
infrastructure. Development of public sector projects such as providing clean drinking water,
infrastructure works such as rail network and roads will also benefit the local community in the future.
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4.2 MONOPOLY HOTEL & RESORTS (MHR)

Use Case: Hospitality Projects Development and Management
Tapping on the continued growth of the world’s tourism markets, WTIA is developing new hotels
and resorts under the MONOPOLY HOTELS AND RESORTS brand. The MHR token is a security
token launched to finance the construction and development of key Monopoly Hotels & Resorts
Projects, including the development of an integrated resort in Jeju Island, S. Korea, properties in the
U.K., and many more.
The MONOPOLY HOTELS AND RESORTS Group intends to identify underperforming assets or new
untapped opportunities to provide quality hospitality services, boosting room revenue yield over
time. By participating in the token sale event, buyers of the MHR tokens will participate in the
development of a new chain of hotels and resorts and enjoy continued growth in value as MHR’s
management creates new opportunities with proceeds from the token sale event.
MHR token holders are entitled to eight percent (8%) of all Room Revenue generated by the
properties or parts thereof that proceeds from the token sale event is used to acquire/develop.

4.3 AND MANY MORE PROJECTS
Over 20 tokens and projects will be launched by WTIA in the near future including:
1. Smart Cities Company Blockchain Project (SCC)
2. Afghanistan Rare Earth Element Coin (AREE)
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ROADMAP
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5. Roadmap
February 2019
Application for CEZA FTSOVC License
Launch of WTIA-X (Web)

March 2019
Launch of WTIA-X (Mobile)
WTIA Summit
Listing of WTIA’s 1st Project - WLOG

April 2019
Licensing of WTIA-X’s Local Partners
India • Korea

June 2019
Receive CEZA FTSOVC Regular License
Press Conference in Philippines

July 2019
WTIA Co-organise Global Blockchain
Investment Summit - Indonesia

September 2019
Public Launching of WTIA-X in
Korea • Singapore • India • China • Sri Lanka
Launch of 2nd Project - GCC1

October 2019
WTIA Peace Summit in Korea
Launch of 3rd Project- MHR

December 2019
WTIA Summit with Global Blockchain Investment
Summit in Saudi Arabia
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WORLD TOKEN ISSUING ALLIANCE

Phone:
+65 6506 0965

Website:
www.wtiax.co
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